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Barcelona Budget Now Offering Huge Discounts

An industry leader in helping travelers plan and book a visit to Barcelona, Spain is now
providing customers with a variety of discounts.

Barcelona, Spain (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Representatives with Barcelona Budget announced today that
customers are now able to save more than ever by taking advantage of its discounts on the Barcelona Card, Bus
Turistic, and Articket Barcelona.

“These are big savings,” said Raul Fattore, owner and spokesperson for Barcelona Budget.

Fattore explained that customers can receive 10 percent off the Barcelona Card and Bus Turisitc and five
percent off the Articket Barcelona.

The Barcelona Card, according to Fattore, is a huge money saver for those planning a trip to Barcelona.

“It’s a travel card with lots of benefits,” Fattore pointed out. “It provides free public transportation in the city,
including public transport from and to the airport.

“This card includes train to the airport and free travel on public transport in the city, free admission to some
museums and more than 70 other discounts,” Fattore said.

The Barcelona Bus Turistic allows tourists to keep things flexible so that visitors can receive the most out of
each day of sightseeing without feeling they have to rush back to a bus that is about to depart.

The Articket Barcelona, Fattore noted, empowers travelers with a museum pass for six leading museums.

“If you visit only three of the six museums, you already pay the ticket,” Fattore said, before adding, “With this
you can discover the works by the geniuses of 20th-century art and take a journey through a thousand years of
creativity and all the art in Barcelona with just one ticket.”

Barcelona Budget, According to Fattore, was born to address the lack of practical, useful information available
for the budget traveler.

With Barcelona Budget those who visit the website, will be able to plan their trip by doing the most while
keeping their spending to the minimum.

No matter if you are visiting Barcelona for the first time, or you are a frequent traveler or even if you are
visiting the city for business purposes, Barcelona Budget’s main goal is to help you save time and money when
visiting Barcelona.

“Barcelona Budget will provide you with valuable information regarding the cost of the various activities and
services, as well as reveal some insider “secrets” that most of the travel guides don't tell you about,” Fattore
said.

For more information, please visit: http://www.barcelona-budget.net/travel-guide.html and
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http://www.barcelona-budget.net/blog/.

About Barcelona Budget

There are many websites about Barcelona and some of them contain inaccurate information, while others are a
jumble of unordered content which makes it practically impossible to plan your trip.

Barcelona Budget was created by Raul Fattore, resident of Barcelona, a frequent traveler, and tourist advisor at
the Barcelona Tourist Office.

Source: Barcelona Budget
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Contact Information
Raul Fattore
Barcelona Budget
http://www.barcelona-budget.net/
+34 666672909

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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